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C:.APTER I

INTRODUCTION
The desire for distinction and recoc;nition of accomplishment is very human and is expressed in various ways .
AccordinG to Evans ( 15 : 3) , one of the most com::non \:n.ys of
ex'1ressiUG this desire is through the 1-1eo.ring of clothes .
Stud~es ho.ve shO\m th:.-.t in normal times , a fanily of mod-

er~to incone spends froD 12 to 15 per cent of its income
on clothini; .

From this total , stated AndreHs (1 : 379 , the

averace tuelve year old is ap:portionod approximately 17
per cent.

Today, after many years of relative insic;nifi-

cance children ' s clothing has taken an importunt place in
research, and each year the freedom grc.nted the youn5cr
ceneration reaches a hei6ht unheard of .
According to ::Jicelou (5 :lvO) , in 1953, at least 90
per cent of the fc.:iilies in the United St.ates were concerned
about

□a.kine

the most of their clothinr: dollar .

Every fam-

ily is functioning an an educational institution in -:;hi.ch
its :nembers are learninc about uork, money and :personal res::;:ionsibilitics.

In the ::.'o.mily, the child ' o education for assun~nt3 :9ersonal recponsibilitics can very \:ell bcc;in lons before he
is able to unclorsto.nd the neaninc of tbG l:ord .

Duval (14-: 16) ,
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pointed out that training for responsibility in the first
twelve years of his life lies largely with the parents
though it is shared by the schools.

One important family

resource to be utilized in teaching clothinG responsibility,
according to Nickell and Dorsey (28:555), is attitude.

Here

it is necessary to remember that competent research has
sho~m the probability that

the basic attitude of the child

touard clothine and toward the handling of his clothing experiences is likely to progress from the association of
garments with bodily comfort or discomfort, to the identification of clothing with social acceptability, according
to Macauley (26:150).

Of significance also, is the fact

that most students of clothing, according to Dunlap (13:64),
seem to af5I'ee that adolescense is the period of greatest
clothes consciousness.

It seems reasonable to assume that

the pre-adolescent is forming a substantial portion of the
basic attitudes which are to apply tr..emselves to his adolescent judgments.

Therefore, it may well be true that the

handlin5 of the clothing experiences of pre-adolescents contributes to the enduring personality traits and characteristics of these youth.
According to Cunningham (11:427), there have been no

-

records of controlled experiments to determine the initial
age of the emancipation of children, therefore there might
be some speculation as to what ages and in what ways children should sho,-1 initiative in the acceptance of responsibility for personal belongings.

The present study was
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undertaken 1n an effort to discover the extent of responsibilities assumed by children with reference to their
personal clothin6•
The specific purpose of the study was tllofold :
First, to determine the extent to uhich junior high
school youth were allowed to use their initiative in purchasing their own clothes and, second, to gain information
relative to the amount of responsibility they assumed in
the care of their o\m clothes .
It was assumed that such an investigation as this one
might reveal, whether or not the clothing practices of the
pupils ,-,ere adequate or inadequate .

It might also reveal

information as to whether or not some basic

training in

consumer buying at the junior high school level is feasible, and whether or not home facilities, such as closet
space, shelves, drawer space , and the like, had any influence in stimulating the interest of children in caring for
their clothine;.
Such information, may have the follo\-ring values :
First, an analysis of the characteristic purchasing
and conserving habits of a group of representative youth
may reveal the nature of the home training in these areas .
Second , a statement of the extent of the responsibilities assumed by children might prove valuable to parents.
Third, an analysis of the inadequacies, if any, and the
concepts used in buying and conserving clothing might be a
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basis for planning home and school instruction .
There is an increased feeling of responsibility on the
part of educators to help the pupil to improve himself and
his status and thus malte of himself a greater asset to society.

Such purposes , as indicated by Thompson a.nd Rea (34: 29) ,

may be accomplished, not only through helpin5 him as he attains maturity to provide for such basic needs as food ,
clothing and shelter , but also by helping him to develop
habits and practices in utilizinB them in order to receive
maximum benefits .

From the child's feeling of possesslon ,

tho parent can develop the attitude of desire to care for
personal clothing, pride in them , and of willin511ess to do
things designed to keep clothing in good condition .

Dooley

(12:303), pointed out that great emphasis has always been
placed on production, and to some degree on distribution,
but thet little emphasis has been placed on the ability to
conserve the clothine once purchased.
For the purpose of this study , a definition for clothing was developed, based on Dooley (1 2: 3).

The term cloth-

i ng refers to the entire covering of the body, that is the
head covering (bat), body covering , hand covering (gloves),
foo +~ covering (shoes), and other ar ti c 1 es o f appare 1 .

The

writer also recognized the necessity for establishing an
interpretation of Junior High School.

According to Reeder

(31:150), in the American School system, the secondary
school is divided into two units , one of which is known as
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the Junior High School e.nd is usually colJlprised of grades
seven to nine .

Of equal importance is considerat i on of the

age group involved .

The Junior High School is compr ised of

pre- adolesce.1.ts, which as stated by Gruenberg ( 22 : 16 ), is
that phase of development 1:b.ich lies somewhere between childhood and adolescence roughly speaking, betHeen eleven and
thirteen in terms of chronological age , and between the seventh and ninth grades in terms of educational classification.
Significant in the interpretation of the findings of such
a study is an understandinG of the che.racteristics of the
pre-adolescent or early adolescent as refer red to by some
authors , such as Gavin (20 : 11) .

As described by the Texas

Education Agency, Division of Vocational Education (33 :11)
youth in early adolescence possess the following characteristics thought to be most significant in this study :
Self- consciousness and poor posture resulting from rapid c;ro,-;th and developmsnt.

...

Neatness and cleanliness are of little importance.
The interest span is short .
Girls show social interests earlier than boys .
Boys and girls at this stage of development
want security, want friends , want to be
liked by their friends, and want to lmow
that their peers approve of them .
They are interested in being independent but
still desire security of dependence .

...

Both sexes begin to show a desire to prove that
they are growing up.
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Family status and security are important .
To be like other s is important.
• • •

Earning money by doing odd jobs is a desire .
Today with a revolutionary change taking place in social
and economic conditions, many adults are prone to think of
pre- adolescents as still children and actually see them as
children.

Far too l a rge a m..rnber of adults believe that

these youth are incapable of making choices and probing decisions .

The so called adolescent revolt , stated Osborne

(29 :13), may very well be due to this , more than to any
other factor .
Haviehurst (24: 10) , stated that the average child in
Grades 7 and 8 has reached a mental level that enables him
to get along as uell as an adul t in the ordinary activities
of everyday life .

He has crasped the reality of the physi-

cal ,-rorld and seeks ways to put reality to use for himself .
A most important development which comes at this age ,
as indicated by Havighurst (24 : 12) , is the process of acquiring the habit of industry .

By this is meant the habit

of organizing one ' s time and applying oneself to a task .
Therefore , it is losical to asstl.!Ile that it is important for
youth to acquire good ,-,ork

ha.bi ts which may last through-

out his life .
Evans (15 : 3) , found that during this per iod of development , self-consciousness with the deoire for personal adornment, was at its height .

Social probleI!ls tended to arise
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in conflicts between the desire for physical exercise and
the conventions imposed by his period of development .

The

psychological effect of the inadequate clothing upon the
wearer and the influence it has on his social adjustment
during this period, are very evident.
These facts concerning specific areas of development in
the pre-adolescent can have important implications on the
problem.

In these formative years, during which social ac-

ceptance is emphasized, there is a special need for attention to the proper mechanics of clothing , in order that both
boys and girls may develop an appreciation for personal clothing values .

Goodyear and Klohr (21 :170) concluded that it

was p ractical to begin trainin5 in consumer economics at
this stage of development, and that both the home and the
school could use these facts to an advantage.
In a report (16 :22) of a conference on Consumer Education in secondary schools, it \'las suggested that opportunities for ma king consumer education genuinely realistic may
be drawn from the solution of personal and home consumer
problems as, for example, the planning of personal expenditures and the actual purchase of goods to :~eet the individuals own needs .

These may include, specifically, planning,

selecting and purchasing his own clothing.
Beasley ( 4 : 9) listed four attitudes or approaches ·which
characterize democratic family living, one of which was the
freedom given a child to make progressively more significant
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decisions concernine: his o,m ,-1elfare .

Reliance on personal

judgment, stated Folds (17: 6) , is especially important if
the child is to develop self- confidence a.~d experience personal satisfaction in his acceptance of personal reapons1b111ty.

However, Foster (18 : 8 ) cautioned tr..at every lesson

in responsibility must be geared to the child's state of
development a1n his abilities .
The subject of clothing is an important feature in the
life of everyone .

It is well ::mo~m that one person cay often

obtain twice as much wear a.a another from the same kind of
costume or garment.
According to Stepat (32 : 14) , no:n:1a.l well adjusted adol escents are actively and seriousl y interested i n their
appearance and in oak111G themselves more attractive.

How-

ever, it is reasonable to assume that youth vary in their
t astes and their attention t011ard clothing, in the satisfactions which they gain from clothing values , and 1n the
ways 1n \'Thi ch they use and care for their clothing.

•

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

This study was found to be related to other studies
on the subject and the literature reviewed here contributes
understandings of the particular area of this study.
Gavin (19:116) conducted a study for the purpose of
revealing the kinds of experiences in handling and spending money which were common to 95 children 1n the intermediate and upper grades enrolled 1n the 1937 Stunmer Demonstration School at Columbia University.

A questionnaire

was used to secure needed information.

It was found that

clothing (principally accessories) was among the items purchased.

More than one half of the children earned money and

44 reported that they bought some clothing for the~selves.
The findings revealed also , that children's experiences
with money and the training given them by their parents in
handling money ,-:ere inadequate.
In a study made to obtain information concerning the
preferences and practices in the purchase, use and care of
clothing by a group of 225 junior high school girls 1n
Zanesville, Ohio, Barnes (3) reported findings which were
significant to this study.

It was found that 84 per cent

of the girls earned some of their spending money and three-
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fourths spent some of the money which they had earned to
pay for their clothes.

Mothers most often accompanied the

pupil at the time of the selection of items while fathers
it seemed, assumed little of the responsibility .

'

Sienifi-

cantly, father and mother together accompanied the pupil
more frequently than did the fathers without mothers .

Only

11 (13 per cent) of the youth reported that they shopped
alone and spur of the moment buying was not a recognized
part of the purchasing pattern .
ity for the

In assuming responsibil-

care of clothes, 90 per cent of the group re-

ported that they did laundry 1n the home.

The author

thought that the training which pupils had been given for
such responsibilities was inadequate.
Haas, (23:630) made a study of the pupils enrolled in
the co:i~ercial and home economics curricula, (177 boys and
164 girls) in one central New Jersey and t,-,o New York City
high schools for the purpose of determining hO\: much purchasing was d one by the pupils and whether they
about purchasing to do it wisely.
findin5s of this study were

kne\-1

enough

Several phases of the

significant when considered

in relation to the findings of the present investigation .
I t uas found that 17. 3 per cent of the students earned
money for part-time work.

AbOut two- thirds selected or

helped to select their clothing; the girls spent from $60
to C75 a year and the boys from $65 to $80 a year.

I t was

also found that a large number of pupils shopped alone but
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their reasons for doing so were impractical.

some examples

of reasons were that they could spend more , as expressed
by 54 per cent of the boys , and 57 per cent of the girls
said tha t they felt i ndependent when shopping alone .
Fifteen per cent of the boys considered appearance
in the selection of their clothes, as compared ,-,1th 20 per
cent of the girls ; and 26 per cent of the boys took durability of the garment into consideration as compared with
10 per cent of the girls who considered durability .

Fi-

nally, as would normally be expected, girls (25 per cent )
considered fashion when purchasing their clothes while 17
per cent of the boys did.
Ausman ( 2 ) studied the clothing expenditures of 30
junior high school eirls of various age levels.

This study

was conducted to analyze the wardrobe of these girls

to de-

termine; (1) the quantity, cost and age of various articles
of her clothing ; (2) to discover a few of her shopping
habits and (3) to determine whether her wardrobe was adequate to meet her social needs.

Account books and inven-

tory questionnaires ,.,,ere used to secure the needed information.
The writer found that of a total of 1909 articles of
clothing in the wardrobe of 30 girls, 536 items (28 per cent)
were bouc:bt by the girls a lone.

The items were for the most

part those that involved small expenditures such as hosiery,
handkerchiefs and garters .

Mothers shopped alone in 60S

cases (31 per cent) during which time their purchases con-
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sisted of articles such as night gowns, pajamas, slips and
other articles that could be purchased by size and required
no fitting.

The girls and their mothers were found to shop

together 38 per cent of the time to purchase 712 articles of
clothing.

Some of these items were coats and better dresses.

The fathers assisted in shopping 2 per cent of the time and

53 articles of clothing were bought while he was along.

It

was concluded that 12 of the wardrobes were inadequate in
regard to one or more items while the remaining 18 were considered adequate .

Two (2) of the thirty girls were openly

dissatisfied with t heir ward.robes, and suffered feelings
of inferiority as a result.
Preble (30) made a study to discover the money use experiences and practices of 170 homemaking girls of Taft
Junior High School, Oklahoma City.

The questionnaire was

used to secure the needed information which covered phases
similar to those selected for the present study : (1)

how

money was received, (2) what expenditures were planned and
(3)

what, how and why articles were purchased .

The re-

sults of the study showed that most children received money,
either as an allowance or upon request.

Parents gave no

guidance in the spending of it, and it was found that the
pupils' buying experiences were wholly without direction.
Articles of general clothing were found to be purchased by the majority of the girls , occasionally.

Thirty-

three per cent (33 per cent) of these purchases were charged
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and 67 per cent were cash.

Another significant finding

was

the fact that 14 per cent of the girls earned money away
from home and 43 per cent earned some money at home.

This

breakdown showed a. much larger percentage of girls working
at home as compared with the percentage who work away from
home, therefore , there might be some speculation that in
the studies where a single report of work was made , the proportion of those who worked a way from home might be relatively small.
Bruton (8) made a study of clothing expenditures of
eighth and ninth grade girls at Jacksonville, Florida.

The

purpose of the study was to secure and interpret information
which could later be used in improving instruction.

The

needed information was secured by means of questionnaires
and interviews .

Significantly, it was found that 18 per cent

took clothing inventory, 57 per cent specified want as the
basis for buying and 19 per cent bought clothes because
they needed them.

It was also found that 85 per cent of the

girls reported t h a t they did not read labels found on garments and oddly enough, what the clerlt said about the gar ment
was the only criteria for judging quality for a majority of
the pupils .

She concluded that clothing purchases made by

Junior High School girls were haphazardly done and that there
seemed to have been a need for more effective guidance in
clothing selection and purchase.
These studies tend to show t hat a vast majority of
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pre-adolescents and adolescents purchased some of their
own clothing, and that a majority of them contributed toward the purchase .

A majority of the pupils gave little,

if any, consideration to plannine: expenditures or of recognizing values .
thes .

Small emphasis was placed on care of clo-

The facts revealed in these reviews may indicate a

need for further study of planning , purchasing, care and
preservation of clothing by the pupils in the pre-adolescent and e a rly adolescent years .

CHAP'i'E.~ I I I

PROCSDURE

The problen, s 11ecifically limited to the responsibilities assumed by junior hic;h school youth in the -purcru:.sc
a.nd care of their clothes , :proved cho.llencinc; to the ,-, ri ter,
since tLis period of pre- adolescence has often been referred to as a stretch of no- man's land in child study worlc .
Gruenber5 ( 22 : 163) described it as the most baffling pr..a.se
of a child's development o.nd commented further , that research too, ,11th very few exceptions , ha.d overlooked tr...is
period.

These facts were of special interest been.use they

involved the ae;e group lrith whom the ,-,riter uor!rn , uhich
mo.de the problem take on new i~portance .
A preliminary analysis of the probleo indicated that
a backL:round of information on clothing needs of the specific age (;rOUp

l'las

necessary .

Estimo.tes of the dee;ree of

responsibility uhich this a5e 1,sroup uas capable of assuming, and the position of education in consumer econoI!lics
for junior luch school s uere also importo.nt .

This informa-

tion uaa secured from reference boo1rn , student text books,
research studies and periodicals in the specific areas .

A

complete and thorouGh understanding of the nature of the
problem ,ms then souc;ht , in an effort to enable the investiGator to begin a detailed plan for the study.
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It was decided that the questionnaire was the preferred method of collectins the data needed, since the
questionnaire procedure is one of the most widely used
techniques employed for research studies, and it was felt
that the desired information could be secured by using it.
The background materials provided sufficient information for
the development of a list of questions , from which items for
the questionnaire were drawn.

The Consumer Spealcs Project

sponsored by the American Home Economics Association through
its' Consumer Interests Committee a.nd similar committees in
the affiliated state Home Economics Associations (9 : 253) ,
for example, listed factors which entered into the selection,
purchase and care of clothing by adults.

It was the feeling

of the investigator that certain of these factors of a more
or less elementary nature might well be incorporated into a
questionnaire for pre-adolescents.
Andrews (1:131) summarized the results of research in
the use of money, that is, allowances and other forms of income by a group of pre-adolescents in Rochester, New York
and Brookline, Massachusetts.

Certain of the questions posed

to the test group regarding their attitudes about spending
money, suggested an adaptation of those questions for purposes of the present study.

Certain other questions were

developed by the investigator on the basis of her experiences as a Home Economics teacher at the junior high school
level, over a period of years.
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A t entative question sheet was prepared and Hith the
help of the adv iser, the investigator decided which important aspec ts and implications were inherent in the problem,
e.nd from these the q_ueotionnaire was constructed .

In order

to secure the needed information in determining the answers
to the specific probl ems of the study , the questionnaire
was divided into t,-ro section s for ease in ana lysis and discussion--Part I, havil'l5 t o do with habits of purchasinG by
the pupil s and Part II, a s related to the amount of consideration Gi ven by t he pup ils in caring for t heir clothes.
A copy of the quest i onnaire as distribut ed has been included
in the Appendix - Exhibit A.
The sample oelected for the stud y was limited to the
enroll~ent of sev ent h and eighth grade pupils of Blanchette
Junior Hi gh School , Beaumont, Texas .

This particular group

was chosen not only becau s e of the convenience for the
writer to make the necessary contacts in securing the needed
infor.na tion , but also becaus e it was felt that the group
provided an excellent example of random sampling .

For the

most part, the pupils came from families of low and moderate
income groups .

The a r es ranged from eleven to fourteen and

they all r esided 1n a comnun1ty composed of families with
varied s ocia l backcrounds.
"'11en the questionna ire was conpleted, the Principal
of the school ua s contacted; permission was e;ained to distribute t he quectionnaires and a date and ti~e for filling
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out the forms were decided .

The questionnaire was reason-

able in length, therefore it was decided that the full 50
minutes of the usual activity period on '.'lednesday , !•'i.ay 16 ,
1956 ,-,oul d be utilized for filling out the questionnaire .

The writer decided that there would be advantages in having the questionnaire ans,-,ered ,-1bile at school , since it
enabled her to give assistance to the pupils in interpreti ng the meaninc of the questions , i f any help was needed .
I t was also felt that fillinc; the questionnaires at school
in preference to doing so at home eliminated the possibility
of losses or of receiving answers tha t had been influenced
greatly by adults or older broth~rs and sisters in the home .
The ansHers, it was felt \lould be vali d and !!lore representat i ve of t he pupils own thinlting.

It was felt , final ly ,

that the filling out of the blanks mifht represent a valuable learning experience for most nupila .
On the appointed day, the purpose and i mportance of
the study \/ere explained to the pupils who were to fill out
the questionnaire, and because the writer felt she might
be influenced by the names , if used , no names were put on
the quest1onne.1re .

One hundred and thirty t,-10 pupils fil led

out the queotionnaire , under the supervision of the \f!'iter.
This figure represented the total attendance in the two
grades on that day .
The questionnaires ,-,ere collected and exa:nined carefully , to ascertain the completeness of individual items
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answered as well as the entire form , and to determine
,-1hether any replies would have to be discarded .

The data

were then tabulated on a master sheet and examined.

Tables

'\'Tere prepared so as to clarify the findine;s and aid the
,1r1 ter in interpreting the i mplications which 1-1ere revealed.

Facts shown in the tables were interpreted in terms of their
relative importance .

An analysis of the statistical data

and its implications has been discussed .

The study has

been summarized and conclusions have been drawn .

CHAPTER I V

FIMDillGS AND DI SCUSSION

This study was made 1n an effort to discover the re-

sponsibilities assumed by seventh and eighth grade youth
at Blanchette Juni or Hish School , Beaumont , Texas with
re:forence to buy1r1£ and carlng for their mm clothing.

A

questionnaire ,-,as constructed and d1stri buted to 132 Junior

High School pupils in order to secure the needed information (See Appendix - Exhibit A) .
The first item of information was i•rhethe r youth earned

any money with \vhich to buy their own cl othing .

The ques-

tionnaire requested that the respondents indicate the extent to which they spent their o,·m money f or articles of

wearing apparel .

As has been shovm in Table 1 and as might

Table 1 - Contributed Earned J,Ioney to Clothing Budget

Respondents
Boys
Girls

Earned Money to Budget
None
All
Part

%

68 . o
59 . 9

%

26 . 8
42 . l

r easonably be expected , both bOys and 5irl s made cont r i butions toward the purchase of their clo thi ng .

Five per cent
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of th3 boys and none of the g irls indicated that all of
their clothing purchases came exclusively f rom funds earned
by themselves. Significantly, however 68 per cent of the
boys and 57 per cent of the girls , in both cases a clear
majority , earned mone y which was used in partie.l payment
for the ir cl othing .

Presumably, the remaining portion of

the pur chase price was supplied by parents , relatives , guardians, or other persons.

No earned contribution toward the

purchase of clothe s was reported by 26 . 8 per cent of the
boys and 42.1 per cent of the girls .
The br eakdorm of t h ese figures by sexes appeared to
indicate that boys were likely to be in a position to earn
money ,-,hlch could be expended for clothing, and that there
was no apparent reluctance on their part to use the money
for the purchase of clothin£5 .

The percentage of girls who

made con tribution toward the purchase of their clothing
was somewhat smaller, however , this might be reasonably explained, in pa rt a t l east, by the fact that pre-adolescent
girls do not usually have t he same nor as many opportunities
to earn .noney as d o pre- a dolescent boys .

Moreover, parents

are likel y to assume full responsibility for the cost of
girls' clothing , particularly if in earninB money, it means
that the pre-teen or early teen a ge girl has to be away from
ho~e.

Thus 42 .1 per cent of the girls contributed no ooney

1 thi n g •
toward the purchase of their co

Indeed, in view of

the a ge l evel of t he girls and the protective attitude •,ihich
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most parents are likely to assume toward t heir young daughters, it is perhaps surprising to find that more than onehalf of the girl respondents did make contributions to
their clothing expenditures .

Significantly, Browder (7 : 36)

found t hat 32 • 7 per ce4it of a 5roup of Junior and Senior
high school girl s in Tennessee earned money for their own
use .

Gavin (19:166) also found that over one- half of the

95 children of the 1937 Summer Demonstration School of Columbia University had earned money , but just how the money
was earned was not stated .
The fact that 62 . 9 per cent of all the respondents
made contributions towa rd the purchase of their clothing
and that 5 . 2 per cent of the boys furnished all of the money
used to purchase their cloth ing , would indicate a consider~
able degree of independence ; a finding which, a ccording
to Goodyear and Klohr (21 : 171) may be traceable to the
natural desire of the early adolescent to purchase the special costumes ,-,h.ich a re the conventional badges of their
peer group.

One cannot minimize however, the fact that

even in t he purchase of special garments , the respondents
indicated a substantial recognition of their o~m responsibility in the purchase of clothing.

When the fact that

other attractions must compete with clothing for the earnings of the pre-adolescent, it appears that there existed
a greater degree of awareness of responsibility by the preadolescent, than may be commonly recognized by adults ,
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Blair and Burton ( 6 : 209 ) •

The percentage of pupils uho

made contributions was high when compared with the findings of Browder (7:36) and Gavin (19:166) , already referred

to .

A partial explanation, at least, of the comparatively

high incidence of contributions 1n the sample group , may
have rested in the fact thD.t they came from families of
moderate and lo,: income groups .
The findine of a marked willingness on the part of tl:e

respondents to spend their o,·m f'wids for the purchase of
clothing was matched in importance by the indications of
their reasons for buy1nc, e.s has been sho,·m in Table 2.
Table 2 - Reasons for Buying

Reasons Given

Per Cent

Needs
\·fonts
Sales
Fad

Forty-seven and ei5ht tenths per cent (47. 8

%)

of the respon-

dents indicated that need was the priraary consideration in
their desire to purchase clothins .

Naturally enough, 44.7

per cent specified a personal uant as a basis for buying.

The concept of needs as distinct from wants, as commonly
used, refers to basic physioloeical requirements , and wants
refers to those goods 1n which one can indulge after needs

are met, Crunpbell ( 9 : 201 ) •

A f ew pupils were influenced by
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special sales, a nd importantly, a slightly larger per cent
indicated fad as a reason .

Granting that the pre- adoles-

cents' sense of need is likely to be overlaid with a personal desire and ,.,1th current fads in pre- teen clothing, the
substantial number who gave need as the basis for buying and
the almost i nconsequential group that indicated fad , give
strong evidence of a real and practical origin for the desire

to purchase clothing.

It must be remembered that the

desire for soc i a l approval, which is commonly manifested in
following a f ad , i s basic to the pre- adolescent , as has
been stated by Goodyear and Klohr (21 :171).

The replies

to the question, a t the very least , shm·red that the pupils

recognized that follO\!ing a fad was not an acceptable reason for purchasing clothing .

Moreover , their strong state-

ment of need as the basis for t heir desire to purchase indicated a consciousness of some of the adult values.
The statement of need as the basis for the purchase
of clothing i s £1 ven some depth by the indication of 1·1ardrobe inventory before purchases, as has been shown in Table
3.

Eighty-fl ve and six tenth per cent ( 85 . 6) of the respon-

dents replied that t heir need for clothing stemmed from consideration of the wardrobe at hand , while the others gave
no considera t ion to what was already in their wardrobes ·
Here aGa1n, 1 t i s ...urobable that the pre- adolescents sense

of adequacy or inade quacy of the existing wardrobe was likely
to have been based on what seemed to them an inadequate
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supply of accept e d fads in clothing , rather than on an

actual shortage of necessary garments .
Table 3 - Pupils' Shopping Habits
Resnons es

Factor s Considered

Yea

%

Used Shopping Lista
Read Labels
Underst ood Labels
Wardrobe Inventory

64. 4
75.8

34.8

85 .6

No

%

35 . 6
24 . 2
65 . 2

14. 4

Psycholog ists have frequently pointed out that pre-

adolescent youth, l i k e a dolescent youth, eeok to identify

themselves w1 th t heir peer group through oonformity in
cl othing.

It uoul d be natural therefore , that the ward-

robe invent or y of the pupils would in some measure, at least
have reflected t his basic need .

Even so , however, the high

percentage of pu p ils who indicated they actually made a

wardrobe inventory , suggested that a coneidorable import ance \·r as attached to the justification of need .

The pat t ern of s hopping habits of the respondent shed
further light on their conceptions of responsibility.

The

answers to a seri es of questions on this buying pattern
have been summarized in Table 3.

It was assumed that the

use or preparation of a shopping 11st would be another index

to the amount of p re-planning which went into the shopping
It waa further assumed that reading and undera t andso~e indication of
1ng of t r..e labels on so.r:nents would g 1ve

tours .

6

L1brar,
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the awareness of quality.
It seemed clear from the findings as revealed in
this table tha t no great amount of planning and little
actual knowledge of qual1 ty of apparel entered into the
purc~..asing habits of the responding group .

The fact that

64. 4 per cent used a shopping list, but of this total number, 49.3 per cent indicated seldom use of them , l and that

35 per cent never used a shopping list, bore out this conclusion.

It was recognized , however that purchases of

clothing, except for seasonal buying were likely to be
ma.de on the basis of a single item, as was shown by Ausman
(2) .

It is clear however, that some notion of comparative

value was part of the thinking of the respondents as is
indicated by the fact that 75.8 per cent of them read the
l abels on farments .

Thia reading however, was not matched

by an understanding of the label, since 65 . 2 per cent said
that they did not understand the information that was found
on the label.

One is tempted to speculate that pre- teen

agers could not have the same knowledge of fabric design
and quality as would be desired.

This is particularly

true due to the fact that the synthetic fabrics which have
been so popular in the manufacture of clothing, require
more than passing acquaintance with their comparative
quality, as stated by ?,;organ (27:313), "There will probably

1Number 4 of the auestionnaire requested th e puelts to

- and neve r to the question aL'Ju
answer as aluays, seldom,
use of shoppi ng lists.
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never be a time when one can simply go by grade label on
clothing •• • 1 t was difficult enough even before the advent
11
Of the miracle fibers .

H
.. owever , the fact that the pupils

had apparently acquired the habi t of reading labels , suggested that even the informal and inadequate t r aining in
consumer economics offered to pre- adolescents i n conventional training programs , as was reported by Bruton (7) ,
had contributed to one fundamental principle of good shop-

ping.
Thus far, the pattern of responses to the questionnai re has been concerned with an indentification of a sense
of responsibility which the pre- adolescents felt toward the
planning and purchasing of clothing and with the nature and
extent of their participation in the preliminaries of shopping .

The ansHers of the respondents have set forth a well-

developed, even a mature , set of values of which the preadol escento uere conscious .

This finding challenges the

common assumption that pre- teen agers are likely to act
f r om what are called childish bases in the area of spending
for clothing.

Conltlin ( 10: 2) stated , " I t is customary t o

evaluate adolescent behavior in terms of adult behavi or·••
about which we are fairly well informed •. • I n so evaluati ng, there ie grave danger of setting up ralse st andar d s of
What is adult • • • It

o the questionnaire reveal ed
I n addition, the responses t
information on t :.e pupils' di rect part in the actual sel ec-
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tion and purchase of their garments ...., 8 has been shown in
Tables 4 and 5.

r/hile the actual shoppina
·-o for and purchas-

ing of clothing for the pre-adolescent would seem to be an

excellent opportunity for h is cond1tio~,~ed d eve 1opment of a
Table 4 - Pupils Shonped \•Ti th Others

Person
Mother
Father
Mother and Father
Sister or Brother
Alone
Friends

Persons Who Accom:2an1ed
Number
Per Cent
89
1

12
3
25
2

67 . 4

.8

9. 2
2.1

18. 9
1.6

Judgment value , as expressed by Blair and Burton (6 : 200),
1t 1s clear from the findinss t hat the shopping experiences
or the report1n5 group ,-,ere lare;ely guided by their mothers .

The mother accompanied al most 68 per cent of t he pupils,
and made the actual selection in about 62 per cent of the

cases .

The difference in the percentage figures indicated

that the mothers did not content themselves with the passive
r ole of gu1d1ng the selections, since only 6 per cent of the
pupils ecconpan1ed by their mothers made the actual purchases,

S1gn1f1cant1y , 18 per cent of the pupils reported

that they shopped alone and 22 per cent made the actual purchases.

The small difference in these percentages substan-

ttated the fact that even when a ccompa.~ied by other adults,
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the pupils d i d not have the privilege of choice or at

least, did not exercise 1t.
Table 5 - Actual Purchasers of Pupils' Clothing

Purchase Made By
Number
Per Cent

Person
Mothe r
Fathe r
Mother and Father
Sister or Brother
Self
Others

81
2

15
3

29

2

61.4
1.6
11.2
2.2
22.0

1.6

It i s clear , of course, that, from the point of view
of the psychologi s t, a healthy parental attitude would hold

the development and integration of pre-adolescent value
judgments equal in i oportance to the provision of firm guidance and equal in i mportance to, if not more important t~.an
the pos s ible savings in time and money which appropriation
of the entire responsibility for the purchasing of clothing entails.

Thie idea has been expressed by Landis {25:392),

Practica l min ded parents, however, are likely to be more
mindful of the e conomics than of the psychological implications of such an occasional situation as shopping for clothing .

The i mportance of t h is finding in relation to the

efforts of the home and school to assess the value of consumer tra1n1ng lies not only in its i mplication for the preadolescent, but also in its recommendation that, in conformity to accepted psychol~sical theory, parents might well be
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instructed ~n the necessity of providing for greater freedom of value Judgment for their children.
ing

If, as this find-

seemed to show , parents assumed that their children

did not have mature conceptions of value-- and the findings
already summarized would refute such an assumption, then
it is clear that parents required a more realistic knowledge of the comparative maturity of the pre-adolescent .
The comment of Havighurst {24:10), on this point has already been cited.

Certainly it is evident that any re-direc-

tion of training in consumer economics at the junior high
school level must i n clude a provision for the education of
the parents as well .
Another important area covered by the questionnaire

(See Appendix - Exhibit A - Part 2 ), was the care given
to their clothing by the pre-adolescents .

Here information

was sought on the wearing he.bits of the pupils and on the
pattern or their habits in the upkeep of their apparel.
This part of the questionnaire was based on the assumption that adequate or inadequate care of apparel sheds
light on the area of this investigation.
Since it is traditional in America that certain clothing is reserved for special occasions, and since manufacturers and retailers have more and more often fashioned
garments for occasional needs a s well as for general wear,
the pµpils were asked to indicate the extent to which they
rega rded certain garments as reserved for or largely worn
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on certs.in sp ecia l occasions.

Their answers were indicated

in Table 6 .
Table 6 - Wearing Hab1ts Regarding Occasions

Occasions

Pupils With Occasional Garments
Number
Per Cent

School
Sunday
Ever y Day
Su.nmer
Wint er

64.4
90.9

85

120

44.7

59

55.3

73

94

81.2

It is apparent from t he percentagesthat the pre-teen

agers i n the research group made destinctions in their garments f or spec i al occasions.

Clothes which were used for

Sunday, and presumably , for other dress-up occas1ons, were
included 1n the wardrobes of 90 per cent of them.

Garments

which were worn in t he winter were in the wardrobes of 81.2
per cent of t he pupils.

Clothes were reserved largely for

school wear by a substantial group.

In view of the lower

percentages in t he categorie s of everyday and summer, it
was probably safe to assume that 1n terms of special occasion clothes , the wardrobe of the pre-adolescents showed definite i ndi ca t i ons of clothing items which were not worn for
school or everyday purposes, ordinarily.
Table 7 which indicated the state of repair of the
wardrobe of the reporting group, showed that in the opinion
of the pupils, their wardrobes were in fairly good condition.

Except for missing buttons, only one item of repair was
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Table 7 - Clothing Repairs by Boye and Girls
Repairs Made By
Boye
Girls

Repairs
Buttons
Ripped Seams
Tears
Hems
Zippers

%

78.6
37.5

51. 8
23.2

%

71.1

31.6

17.1
25. 0
42.1

reported by a ms.Jori ty of the pupils which was the 51 per
cent of the boys who reported that there were rips or tears
in their garments .

Other than missing buttons the commonest

need fo r repair of girls ' garments was faulty zippers, which
wae reported by 42 per cent.

Less than one-third of the

pupils had the other repair items which were listed on the
questionnaire.

It wa.a inter esting to note however , that

these pre-adoleecenta appeared to have been conscious of
the need for repair of their garments, since 94 per cent
of the boys, and 92 per cent of the girls, said their wardrobes \tere 1n need of r epairs.
It must be remembered that the pre-adolescent 1s about to enter what psychologists called the period of
greatest clothes conecioueness .

It is therefore, not sur-

prising that the pupils were virtually unanimous in their
statement of need for repairs in their wardrobes.

Conven-

tional minded parents , accepting traditional assumptions,
are not likely to credit their children with such an awareness.

They are, rather, likely to take upon themselves, the
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task of i nspectin g the children's clothes periodically
for repairs , the need for which they are sure their children ignore .

The find ing of a recognition of need for re-

pair 1n the wardrobes of the pupils, indicated that Home
Economics courses in the junior hi£h school curriculum
might well incor porate instruction in general repair of
clothing .
In regard t o their habits of cleanliness with respect
to their clothing (See Appendix - Exhibit B), the pre-adolescent s reported a substantial concern about cleanliness,
though t here uere c ertain deficiencies in their knowledge
and/or skills as to proper methods.

As might be expected,

a large percentage of girls (96.1 per cent) laundered their
own garmen ts ; 78 .6 per cent of the boys undertook the washing of t heir cl othes.

The breakdown of the specific skills

in laundering which tre group had developed, showed that
most of t hem

used a washing machine for

laundering their

garments whil e a smaller group washed their garments by hand .
The girls, of course, more often ironed their garments than
did the boy s, particularly such garments as : skirts, blouses
handkerchie fs, dresses, shorts and jeans.

A further analy-

s i s of the s pecific skills in the laundering ability of the

pupils also revealed that they had some knowledge of the
method of l a tmdering required by certain fabrics and garments.

For example, 55 per cent of the girls washed their

sweaters, 47 per cent of them washed underwear and 52 per
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ce11t washed ribbons --all by hand , whioh was t he usua l
method of l aunderin g such items .

In fact , as baa been shown

1n Exhibit B, t he g i r l s in the re sponding group seemed to
have lmown w}:-.1 ich fabric s could be me.chine washed and whl.ch
fabr i cs re quired hand l aundering .

Their skill of hand

laundering had to b e ~ore expert than that of t he boys ,
since mos t of t h e gar ments worn by boys could be machine
washed , and 'llere , 1n fact, machin e washed by the boys 1n the
r e epondin5 group .
I n ao f ar aa the ca re and upkeep of the non- washable
garments uere concerned , the pupils ind icated tha t they perfo rme d suc h s i mple tasks of cleaning as brushing their clothes (89 . 4 p er c e nt ) and removing stains as reuorted by 83 . 3
per c ent of t h em , a s has been sh o~m 1n Table 8 .

The thor ough

Table 8 - Pup ils Clea.i ted Non- Washable Clothes

Cleaning I t ems

Used Dry Cle aner
Used Clothes Brush
Removed Stains
Frui t
Gras s
Mildew
Greas e
Pa.int
Rust

Other

Responses
Yes
No

%

29 . 5
89 .4
83 . 3
41 .7
47.0
52 . 3
27. 3
42.428 . 8
4.5

%

70.5

10 . 6

16.7

outside
•
cleanin g of n o~ns bable garments was accomol1shed
the home 1n the ma jority of cases, ( 70 .5 per cent) ; moreover,
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it seemed that , thouBh the pre- adolesc ent professed to
knou ho,-, t o r emove stains , an inventory of the stains

uhich they coul d remove or had removed, showed a limited

knoul ed5e in this a.rea .

Remova l of grease stains was ro-

ported by 52 . 3 p er cent and 1n all otl: er cases the percen t ages lle r e much less than one-half.

In view of the fac t

that a. major1 ty o:f the pupils \rere used to cleeJ1ing cer-

tain oi' their clothes , and i n v1e1-, of their limited lmowl odc;e of the a c t ual cleantnc of non- l.'ashable garments one
implication of th1s f1ndin5 1s thnt ~re- adolescents may
need consumer education 1n the area of clothing preservation c.nd tho uise use of cleans1n£ agents .
The habits of the respondents regarding the cleaning
and polishing of s hoes were determined largely by occaaionol n eed fo r p ol1sh1115 1 rather than by routine or pattern.

As has been shown in Table 9 , 53 per cent

Of

the

Table 9 - Shoe Polish Schedule
Schedule of
Polishinr;
Eve ry day
T\1i ce a week

Once a week
When needed

Polishing Done
number
Per Cent
29 . 5
39
18
13.7
3 .8
5
53 . 0
70

1 d th.er
1 shoes uhen needed,
pup ilo r eported that they polis1e

o.:nd mu ch sonller percentages reported periodic polishing
Without r o5ard to need .

~tl
.u s would seen to indicate that
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these pre-adolescents were more concerned with the looks
or appearance than with the preservative function of polishing shoes, thus bearing out the theory expressed by the
committee on the Family and Parent Education ( 35: 158 ) on
the attitude of adolescents toward apparel.
In a series of questions (See Appendix - Exhibit C)
designed to set forth the extent to which pre- adolescents
used normal precautions for storage of their apparel, 1t
was revealed that the majority of them had formed the habit
of ~eeping their clothinG in appropriate places .

Si::ty

eight and two-tenths per cent (68 . 2) reported outer garments ,-:ere hunc; in closets : folded garments were kept either
in an individual or a shared chest of drawers; shoes were
kept 1n a shoe bac or on the closet floor ; and 60 . 6 per
cent reported that hats were lcept in hat boxes .

Small

percentages of the students l~ept their garments in i~provlsed or inappropriate storage spaces .

An important find-

in5 was thc t a substantial number of the pupils had adequate stora5e spaces provided for their use .

The fact that

they used these storage places , pointed up the importance of
a provision of home facilities for the car e and preservation of garments as specified by Goodyear and Klohr ( 21 :

194) .
As would normally be expected for the age group , according to the questionnaire , the principal reasons for the discardine of garments were that they outgrew the i tem (63. 6%)
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and t hat the garment wore out ( 44 per cent) , ae shown in
Tabl e 10 .

Significantly 15.l per cent of them got rid of

garments because they were tired of them a.nd 14. 4 pe r cent
because the y were out of style .

It would seem t hat in view

Table 10 - Reasons f or Discarding Garments

Reasons

Reason Used By
Number
Per Cent

Outgrown

84

63 . 6

Worn out
Tired of 1 t
Out of St yle
Friends had none
Other r easons

58
20

15.1

44.o

14.4
3.8

19
5
1

.8

of t he normal de s ire of the p re-adolescent to conform to

the desires of his peer group, there mi ght have been more
than 3 . 8 per cent \•;ho got rld of items of clothing that

was unl i ke thos e of t heir friends .

This however, did not

appear to have been a factor of ereat i~portance to these
pup ils.
The find1Ilf B of t h is study which has been concerned

'11th t he orig ins , bases and practices of 132 pre- adolescents
wh.O responded t o the questionnaire on purchase and ca.r e of

wear1nE apparel , have shown the
stand1Jl6S r egarding the youth.
1.

certain 1 tems of under-

It seemed:

That a substantial number of the pre- teen agers
rep orting their clothing experiences actually made
some contri bution toward the purchase price of
t heir garments .

2.
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That n larger percentage of boys (68 per cent),
as co~pared with girls (57.9 per cent), reported
either partial or entire coverage of the price of
their clothing purchases .

3.

That the reporting group specified need (47. C
per cent) as the primary motive for individual
garment purchases , with want (44.7 per cent) ,
ranking second in the list of motives or bases ;
and si511ificantly , tho.t the pupils were con.sciouo of the questionable statue of fad as a
basis for the purchase of clothine .

4.

That the pupils (C5.6 per cent) made an inventory of their wardrobe status before they made
purchases .

5.

That the pre-adolescents {75 . 8 per cent) were
conscious of the fact that labels were soi11ehow

important in their purchases of clothinc , but
a very small percentage (34.8 per cent) actually
understood the meaning of these nominal indices
of quality 1n their actual purchasing experiences .

6.

That the direct and immediate shopping experi-

ences of the pupils \·1ere made v,ith the assist-

ance of so:neone , who , 1n a majority of cases

( 67 • 4 per cent) ,-ras the mother.
7.

That the direct purchases of clothinf made by the
reporting group ,-,ere made by the mother ( 61 . 4 per
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c ent), uith a s:nall number of direct purchases
by t he fath er (1 . 6 per cent) and/or by others.

8.

That the pupils ma.de distinctions in their

rar-

ment s as specified for special occas ion ,'fear in
this ocquence; Sunday (90 . 9 per cent) , tYinter

( Cl. 2 p er cent), School (64.4 per cent)

and

Summer ( 55.3per cent) .

9.

That the pup ils' uardrobes vere in a state of
500d repair except for missin,c buttons , and rips
and tears.

10 .

That a e;re a t e r per c ent of j re- adolescent girls

( 96 .1 p er cen t) e.s compe.red with a Gnw.ller thoul3h
conoiderable per cent of boys (78. 6 per cent)
laundered their oim clothes .
11 .

Tho.t ,:hen analy zed a ccording t o sexes , specific
sl:ills in l':a.shinr a.. Yl.d iro·•1 in5 Here indicated by
the 51rls, \·rhile boys made a representative shol'r1ng in us e of the i-ro.shins oachine only .

12.

That o. majority of t h e pupils ( C9 . 4 per cent)
b rushed t heir clothes end (83. 3 per cent) renov ed a linited variety of stains , and that

29 . 5 per cent did home dry cleanine;.
13 .

That the pupils rccos nized no apparent reason
for polishing shoes other than uhen needed.

14 .

That t ho m~jori ty of the pre- adolescents lcept
their clothinc; in appropriate places , uith fell
excep t.:.ons .

4o
15.

That the students spec1f1ed that the primary

reasons for discarding clothes were that they
were worn out or out grown .

CHAPTER V

SUEMARY AUD C011CLUSI0HS

Thia ourvey of the responsibility assumed in the purcl;.ase and care of clothing by a representative 6roup of
pre-adoleocents revealed findinc s u1:i..1ch emphasized certe,1n
basic f a.e ta which ha.ve i rJplications for both the home and
the school - - that it is desirable for pre- adolescents to
have direct experiences in the procure~ent and use of ~oney .
As sta t ed by the Educational Policies Coa~iasion (16:77),

"Eacl: youth mu s t learn to shop effectively , but economi-

cally, and use well u~t he baa bought . 11
The find i nc of a contribution toward the purchase of
clothinG by a cubsta.nticl nU!llber of the pre- adolescents is
commendable , h o\;ever, the findine; of possible domination of
purchase experiences by adults indicated th£.t the parents
of the r espondents needed to have been more a.ware of the
opportu..'111 t y f or valuable grouth experiences for their children in the transactions of business as direct consumers .
There i s ~lso the implication that either fonnal or informal
school studi es in consumer buying micht need to be emphasized.
The pattern of experiences in pl onninG and purchasing
of garments by the respendents indicated thD.t parents
needed to be more conscious of the psycholOGical as uell
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as the economic satisfaction to be derived by t~e youth as
SU6gested by students of adolescent psycholo5y .

The age

level of the pre-adolescent is the period during uhich attitudes and value judonent are cradually ha.rdeninG into their
mature form.

It is apparent that there is some danger of

neglect by parents of opportunities to provide practical
training for their children in an area in lihich direct and
irncediate satisfactions are necessary.
A further iMplication of these findinGs , particularly,
,-:1th respect to the care and preservation of clothinr3 by
the respondents, is tl..at studies in 1:ome Economics and Consucer Econo11ics at the junior hiCh school level r.1ight well
incorporate practical instruction in such natters as ; (a)
removal of stains , (b) home laundry methods , (c) siQ1ificance of bre.nds and lo.bels and (d) principles and standards
involved in making wise selections and purchases .

I t ho.a

been clearly shol:n in this survey that pre- adolescent children have immediate informational needs in the area of clothine; and the conventional tendency to regard instruction as
lookin5 tm·1ard tho future , T!li[ht ,-1ell t:iacnify this need.
Tho disposition of the reporting croup to use the
lrnoHlcd.Ge and facilities at

its disposal , suggests that

added information, both at home and at school and added fe.ci11 ties oay be valuable in the formation of proper habits of

cerinc for apparel .
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Exhibit A
Copy of the Questionnaire
PRAIRIE VIEW A.

&

M. COLLEGE

PRAIRIE VIEW, TEXAS

MAY, 1956

Investigator - Julia Levy
Title:

Mrs. E. M. Galloway, Advisor

Respons1b111t1es Assumed by some Junior High School
Youth in the Purchase and Care of the ir Clothes.
Part I

Read the following questions very carefully, then check the
answers to each one.
1.

Do you ever earn money with which to buy your
own clothes?
. Yes______No_ _ _ _-,( If your answer is yes, check below)
ill of your clothes

Part of your clothes

2.

Who usually does the actual purchasing of your
clothes?
Your Mother
Your father
Both Mother and Father
An older sister or brother
Yourself
Others - (!fame them) _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3.

If you do your own shopping, who usually goes
along with you?

!
a
b
0

4.

Your ltother
Your Father
Both Mother and Father
An older brother or sister
A friend
Alone

(d
(ef
(
Do you always make a shopping 11st before going
shopping for your clothes?
(a)
:== (b)

Always

Sometimes
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_

(c) Never

S.

Before deciding what to buy , do you al ways cons ider the cl othes you hav e on hand that will
b lend in with the new ones?
Yes____No_ __ _

6.

Do you buy a garment because
(a) You need it?
(b) You want it?

(c) It is on sale?

(d) Everybody is wearing one like it .

7.

Do you read the labels tha t you find on your
clothes?
Yes____N
.o
(If the answer is yes_,_c_h_e_c_k below)
a.

Do you always understand what is on them?
Yea_ _ _~No_ _ __
Part I I

8.

Do you have special clothes to wear f or Sunday
Summer
School
Everyday
Winter

9.

Do you have clothing items in your war drobe now
wh ich need repai ring?
Yes_ _ _.No_ _ __
( I f the answer is yes , check bel ow)
(a
(b

~~
(e
(f

10 .

Buttons or ot her fas t ener s missi ng
Ripped seams
Tears or holes
Saggi ng or uneven hems
Broken zipper s
Fading or di scol or at ion

Do you launder your own washable clothes ?
Ye s ___No_ _ __
(If the answer is yes , check below)
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GIRLS
ARTICLE

Mach. Hand Iron

Blouses
Dresses
Gloves
Handkerchiefs
Jeans
Pa1arnaa
Pedal Pushers
Ribbons
Scarfs
Shorts
Slacks
Skirts
Soc1rs
Stockin, ·s
Sweater s
Underwear
11.

BOYS
W
·ash

\'lash

ARTICLE
Coveralls
Handkerchiefs
Jea.ns
Khakis
Pa~ama.s
Shirts
Socks
Sweaters
T Shirts
Underwear

Mach, Hand Iran

Have you ever done any dry cleaning at home?
Yea_ __ _;No_ _ __

12.

Do you know how to remove common stains from your
clothing?
Yea __-_No____
(If the answer is yest check those you can or have
removed suocessfullyJ .

(a!
(b
(c

13.

Grass
Rust
Mildew
Grease
Paint
Fruit
them) _____________
Other (Name

m

Do you O\·m a. good stiff' clothes brush or whiah broom
for brushing your clothes?
Yes____No_ _ __

14.

Do you clean or polish your own shoes?
Yes____No __....,.._
(If the answer 1s yes , check below)

==

(a.) Everyday
(b) TW1ce a week
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== (

(c) Once a week
d) \fuenever they need 1 t.

15.

Do you hang your outer garments

~~~

In a closet or wardrobe?
In a 11 make- sh1ft 11 closet consisting of a rod
for hans1ng clothes and outside curtain?
~ c) On hooks or nails put into the wall?
d) On the back of a door?
(e) Other places?

16 .

Do you keep other clothing like underwear , pajamas ,
socks, etc .
In your °'m individual chest of drawer s?
In a chest shared with other members of your
family?
In a trunk?
In a cedar cheat?
On a closet shelf?
Other
places?____ ____________

17 .

Do you lceep your shoes
On a shoe rack:?
In a ehoe bag?
On the closet £loor?
Under
bed?
Other the
places?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

18.

Do you put your hats
On a hat rack?
In a hat box?
On a c loset shelf?
On a nail
on the
Other
places?
_ _ wall?
_ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

19.

What is your reason for not wearing a garment
loneer?

any

It was worn out .
You outgrew it .
You got tired of it .
It was out of styl e
None of your friends had one like it .
Other r easons______ __________
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Exbibi t B

Pupils Laundered Clothing Items

Boys

.
Yes

.

Girls

No

Yes

% %

Launder

%

_78 . 6 21 . 4

Launder

Mach, Hand I ron
Wash Wash
Coveralls

%

133. 9

%

-

No

%

96 . l

3 . CJ

Mach. Hand Iron
l'lash Wash

%

% %

,0

14 . 3 Blouses

177 . 6 14.5 176 . 3

Handkerchief's 157 . 1 17 . 9 55 . 4 Dresses

176 . 3 11 . 8 172.4

Jeans

64. 3

1.8 48.2 Gloves

Khakis

28. 6

-

Pa.1e.mas

42 .9

1 . 8 30 . 4 Pa .1amas

78 . 9

Shirts

150. 0

1 . 8 30.4 Jeans

60 . S 1.3 55 . 3

Socks

153.6 26.8

5 . 3 Handker chiefs

1.3

t:;1 . 3 136. 8 176 . 3
2. 6 ~c:; . s

-

Peddl e Push.

lt:;t; • 3 1 . 3 40 . 8

-

Ribbons

19.7 152 . 6 53 . 9

s,-,eaters

3.6

T Shirts

68.o

8 . 9 19.6 Scarfs

Underwear

157 .1

5. 3

1.8

6 . 6 138. 2

25 . 0 42 . 1 52 . 6

4.o

8 . 9 Shorts

72 . 4

Slacks

9.2

Skirts

78 . 9

Socks

61 . 8 25.0

Stockiru:t.s
Sweaters
Undies

-

-

67 .1
9. 2

4. o 78 . 9

47 . 2
c:;c:; . 3

-

148 . 7 47 . 2 10 . 5
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Exhibit C
St orage of Wea ring Apparel

St oro.&re

Outer
Garments

%

Folded
Garments
~

Shoes

Hats

st

%

Appr opriate Pla ces
Cedar Chest
Closet

.8
68 . 2

44.o

Closet floor
Cl oset Shelf

3. 8

Hat Box

60 . 6

Hat Rack

3.8

I ndividual Ch eat

64. 4

Shared Chest

28 . 0
.8

Trunlr

I mprovised Places
Back of Door

5.3

Nails

6 .1

15 .1

Rod ( Curt a in Covered)

1_7_.4

Under Bed

18 . 9

